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The plot twists, turns and turns. There's no satisfying conclusion, which is what I dislike about most Hollywood movies. By the end, I was just glad the movie was over. The characters in this movie were just ridiculous.Once I started watching it, I couldn't stop. It's engrossing and relaxing. I think after watching Love
Shagun, you'd start thinking about the good old times of your childhood. Love Shagun is an OK movie, but there's a lot of throw-away dialogue. The leads are just so awful and you want to punch them every time they open their mouths. I had to keep turning down the volume and that's not an option when you're in a
crowded theater. I'll keep this spoiler free, but there's so much misdirection, you'll want to keep your eyes peeled. It's not the worst movie I've ever seen, but I did have to rewatch it at least twice to figure out what was going on. That's what's so frustrating about not being able to find out who the fuck was doing the

fucking in this movie. The reveal at the end was the least believable part of the entire show. I did like the fast pace in which the story was taking place, but the comedic elements just made the movie more of a pain. All the characters were way to stupid to be relatable. I got the same feeling watching Django
Unchained. There wasn't much originality and it just felt like a typical Hollywood regurgitation. For what it's worth, the soundtrack was pretty much awesome. Love Shagun is a great movie, just because of the thrills. It's a very good family movie. It will give you those moments that you get for real. I will give it a rating

of 8. However, I would not recommend this movie to watch with your family as the family will laugh a lot and may get into arguments.
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